smartnappy™
questions and answers

the smartnappy™
range

Here are the answers to some of the most frequently asked
questions about smartnappy™:

Remember, you can only buy smartnappy™ at Mothercare.
Here’s a list of all the products in the range:

How easy is smartnappy™ to use?
Yes, very easy. Inside every smartnappy™
pack you’ll ﬁnd full, clear instructions on
how to use the system, including hints and
tips on how to create a convenient daily
routine to make life even easier for you.
When should I use the different
types of pads?
It’s completely up to you. Many parents
ﬁnd that reusable pads are ideal for
general use, whereas disposable pads
are useful when you need extra
convenience – for instance, when
travelling or on holiday.
How do the reusable pads work?
Take one reusable pad, fold it to ﬁt into
the nappy outer cradle, then use a
smartnappy™ Liner on top to help
catch any solids. After use, ﬁrst remove
any solids (dispose of liner), then wash
the smartnappy™ reusable pads.
How many smartnappies™ will I
need each day?
Just as with conventional nappies, how
many you need varies with your baby’s
age and weight. As an approximate
guide, each day you’ll need three
smartnappy™ outers, a minimum of six
smartnappy™ pads (reusable or
disposable), and one nappy liner for
each reusable pad.
How often do I change my
smartnappy™?
Remember all reusable nappies need
to be changed more frequently than
disposable nappies, approximately
once every 2 to 4 hours.

Can I use smartnappy™ at night?
Of course. During the night, nappies tend
to stay on longer than the recommended
2-4 hours, so you will need extra
absorbency for night-time use. Use
disposable pads as normal, but if you are
using reusable pads we recommend that
you use an extra ‘booster pad’ (actually a
newborn reusable nappy pad) with your
reusable nappy pad, to increase
absorbency. You can also use the same
technique when you are travelling with
your baby.
Why does smartnappy™ come in a range
of sizes?
smartnappy™ has been designed in four
sizes to ensure each size gives baby the
most effective nappy at that speciﬁc
weight/age. This ensures a comfortable ﬁt,
low bulk, better absorbency and
increased protection against leaks.
Which size should I buy for my baby?
Obviously, babies come in all shapes and
sizes, but here’s an approximate guide:
Baby’s age/weight

Pounds

Reusable Disposable
Liners
pads
pads

Kilos

Outer

Premature & 4-11 lb
Newborn

2-5kg

Newborn Newborn Newborn

Newborn &
small baby 1
to 9 months

6-13 lb

3-6kg

Small

1 to 9
months

12-20 lb

9 to 24
months

20-30 lb 9-13.5kg Large

Age

Small
Small/
Medium

5.5-9kg Medium

One
Size

Medium
Small/
Medium

Large

If you still have questions, please
ask in store, or contact us at:

08453 30 40 30 or mothercare.com

Mothercare smartnappy™
Trial Set
-The ideal way to try it for yourself
-Contains 1 nappy outer, 1 reusable pad,
1 disposable pad and 5 nappy liners
-Available in newborn, small and
medium

Mothercare smartnappy™
Reusable Pads
-Contains 2 pads
-Available in newborn, small/medium
and large (3 sizes)

Mothercare
smartnappy™
Outer Wrap
-Available in newborn,
small, medium and large

Mothercare smartnappy™
Disposable Pads

Mothercare
smartnappy™ Liners

-Contains 25 pads
-Available in newborn, small,
medium and large

-Contains 100 liners

Mothercare smartnappy™
Starter Set

Mothercare
smartnappy™ Soak

-The perfect way to get started
-Contains 4 outer wraps and 8
reusable pads
-Available in newborn, small
and medium

-500g pack

smart on your pocket
As well as helping to save the environment, you’ll ﬁnd that smartnappy™ helps save
you money too. Generally working out cheaper than disposable nappies over the
2 or more years before potty training, your smartnappy™ can also be passed on to
your next baby so making you even more savings. Look out for local authority
Real Nappy incentive schemes - contact your local council for more details.

new and exclusive to

mothercare customer service 08453 30 40 30
ﬁnd out more about smartnappy™ at mothercare.com
made on recycled paper
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Introducing our revolutionary
new nappy system

010907
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welcome to
smartnappy™
Our revolutionary nappy system is quite simply
the future of nappies! The smartnappy™ system – is greener
than disposable nappies and less hassle than other reusables.

• unique easy-ﬁt cradle system secures pads
ﬁrmly in place and guards against leakage
• elasticated comfy-ﬁt leg openings help
protect against leakage
• each nappy size has been specially tailored
to your baby’s developing needs and to
ensure a highly effective ﬁt
• Soft Tip™ tabs fold back to avoid damaging
other garments during washing and drying

making it easier to
be greener
disposable
pads

smartnappy™ is so much better for the
environment than disposable nappies.
Our reusable pads are easy to use and
wash and quick to dry. And smartnappy™
disposable pads are lightweight which means
less waste goes into landﬁll or incineration
than with standard disposable nappies.
Which type of pad you use is entirely up
to you, although many parents ﬁnd that
reusable pads are ideal for general use,
whereas disposable pads are useful
when you need extra convenience – for
instance, when travelling or on holiday.

reusable
pads

how smartnappy™ works
The smartnappy™ system consists of three basic elements;
Reusable nappy outer
Reusable nappy pad
Disposable nappy pad
The beauty of smartnappy™ is that you can choose
which type of pad you use – washable reusable
pads or convenient lightweight disposable
pads – depending on what you’re doing that day.
It’s a simple idea, but brilliantly effective.
Nappy outer

• brilliant ergonomic design and hi-tech fabrics
• nappy made from soft, quick-drying and easy
care fabric
• simply insert our reusable or environmentally
friendlier disposable nappy pads, it’s your
choice

Dispose, reuse, you choose…
For a long time, nappies have presented parents with a
dilemma. Whilst we all worry about the environmental
impact of disposable nappies in landﬁll sites, they are just so
much more convenient than reusable nappies. smartnappy™
provides busy parents with a really practical alternative to
traditional reusables and environmentally
unfriendly disposables.

“We use smartnappy™ reusable pads most of
the time, but the disposable pads are brilliant
if we’re off on a journey, or on holiday.”
Jill, mum of Emily, aged 15 months
“It’s a simple, easy to use nappy with clear
instructions. I think the option of using a
washable or disposable pad is an
excellent idea.” Sarah, mum of Charlotte
aged 5 months
“smartnappy™ was wonderful. I did lots of
investigation into reusable nappies when I
was pregnant, and didn’t ﬁnd any as good.”
Anna, mum of Ben aged 3 months

+
Reusable pad

or
Disposable pad

Reusable nappy outer
unique easy-ﬁt cradle system secures the pads
ﬁrmly in place and guards against leakage
brilliant ergonomic design, made from soft,
washable, quick-drying fabrics
Soft tip™ tabs for secure fastening
simply insert a reusable or disposable nappy
pad - it’s your choice

Reusable pad
super effective: outer layer, locks wetness into
an ultra-absorbent inner microﬁbre layer
easy-to-use, simply fold and place in the easy-ﬁt
smartnappy™ cradle
easy-washing and quick-drying

Disposable pad
chlorine-free helping to prevent nappy rash
lightweight - so less waste going into landﬁll
made from natural cellulose pulp

comments from user trials

ﬁnd out more about smartnappy™ at mothercare.com
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mothercare customer service 08453 30 40 30

smartnappy™ is a unique
design. EU and international
patents pending.

smartnappy™ supports the real nappy campaign.
Using smartnappy™ is environmentally friendlier;
helping to reduce the waste going into landﬁll sites.
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